
BIRKBY       Saturday 2nd – Friday 8th January 

BIRKBY is an area of Victorian and more modern terraced housing. The tracks and lanes are 

mostly hard surfaces, with very few muddy paths. Most courses visit Norman Park and 

Edgerton Cemetery. 

Edgerton Cemetery: The controls in the cemetery are clearly on path junctions or bends. 

Please stay on the paths and respect any mourners. 

PARKING: Streetmap.co.uk - Map of 413365,418121 

There is ample roadside parking in the vicinity of the BMI Hospital(indicated by the arrow on 

the streetmap ref. above) on Birkby Hall Road, Birkby Lodge Road and Oakfield Road. Please 

do not park on Ashfield, Beechfield or Elmfield Road, as the Start and Finish are both 

situated on these generally quiet roads.  The post code for the hospital is HD2 2BL. 

MAPPER’s COMMENTS 

The map is scale 1:5000 and has been produced from Open Street Map using OCAD. 

Buildings have been produced via satellite images and cannot be 100% relied upon. 

Vegetation is not as detailed as on a fully mapped urban area. Please observe forbidden 

features and areas noted in the map legend. 

MAPRUNF: Read James Williams’ article and other information on the EPOC website. Using 

the app will give confirmation of reaching the control and act as a results mechanism. If you 

don’t have a smart phone, send your time to the EPOC email address to be included in the 

results. 

COURSES:Please note: Under 16s must be accompanied by an adult on every course-

including Yellow. 

Blue: 5.7k                         25  controls 

Green: 4.5k                      20 controls 

Short Green:  2.9k          15 controls 

Yellow: 1.8k                     11 controls 

Please observe social distancing. 

This is an official BOF activity and as such is included in the BOF insurance. Neither East 

Pennine Orienteering Club nor the course planner can be responsible for accidents. You take 

part at your own risk.  

Enjoy your run. 

https://streetmap.co.uk/map.srf?x=413365&y=418121&z=110&sv=413365,418121&st=4&ar=y&mapp=map.srf&searchp=ids.srf&dn=543&ax=413365&ay=418121&lm=0

